Evidence-based Practice in Radiology: steps 3 and 4--appraise and apply interventional radiology literature.
When introducing new interventional radiology techniques or devices, it is important to learn from previous experiences and to remember that there are numerous examples of new techniques that were initially enthusiastically promoted and then subsequently abandoned when early promise was not realized. Appropriateness of new or established interventional radiology techniques to specific clinical conditions must be determined from clinical experience, from communication with experts in the field and/or careful review of available medical literature, and on an individual patient basis by means of review of clinical notes and diagnostic imaging studies. Several paradigms for evidence-based practice (EBP) exist. One model proposes that a central specialized process involving academic centers should primarily construct valid guidelines to direct practice at all levels of medical practice ("top-down" model). An alternative model integrates "the best research evidence with clinical expertise and patient values" ("bottom-up" model). This article will focus on the bottom-up model and describe the use of EBP by individual practitioners or groups of practitioners in optimizing literature review and critical appraisal. EBP is applied to two scenarios as a means of deciding the appropriateness of introducing interventional radiology techniques in a community hospital setting. The authors will also briefly discuss other applications for EBP techniques in interventional radiology, including development of practice guidelines or policy to ensure appropriate and safe practices.